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ABSTRACT 

 

With the ever increasing need to gain information specific to our queries, from the humungous 

amounts of data available on the internet today, technologies like web crawler, text mining and 

big data are indispensable. Collegeaandcuniversitycrankings are rankings ofceducational 

organizationscand institutescin higher education thatchave been rankedcon the basis 

ofcmiscellaneous conjunctionscof sundry factors. In addition tocranking the 

entirecinstitutions, organizationsccarry out rankingscof peculiar programs, departments, and 

schools Acweb crawler (alsocknown as a webcspider or web robot) is a programcor automated 

scriptcwhich browses the WorldcWide Web in a methodical,cautomated manner.cThis process 

is calledcWeb crawling orcspidering. Many legitimatecsites, in particularcsearch engines, use 

spideringcas a means ofcproviding up-to-date data. 

Companies use text analysis to set the stage for data-driven approach towards managing 

content. The moment textual sources are sliced into easy-to-automate data pieces, a whole new 

set of opportunities opens for processes like decision making, product development, marketing 

optimization, business intelligence and more. 

Big datacis a term thatcdescribes the largecvolume of data – both structured and unstructured 

– that inundates a business on a day-to-day basis. Thecimportance of big data doesn’t revolve 

around how much data you have, but what youcdo with it. You can take data from any source 

and analyze it to find answers that enable 1) cost reductions, 2) time reductions, 3) new product 

development and optimized offerings, and 4) smart decision making. 

Theccurrent systems usedcfor ranking thecuniversities, while useful, in our view, doescnot 

sufficientlyccapture the vital innovativecspirit of higher educationcinstitutions. Is 

entrepreneurshipcpromoted among students? Is ancincubator or accelerator hosted on campus? 

Are studentscbeing given opportunities, ascpart of their studies, to pursuecinternships or 

training incindustry.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Collegecand university rankings arecrankings of educationalcorganizations and institutes 

in higherceducation that havecbeen ranked on thecbasis of miscellaneous conjunctions of 

sundry factors. In additioncto ranking the entire institutions, organizations carry out rankings 

of peculiar programs, departments, and schools. There is a hunger in public, among policy 

makers and the audience we deal with most among institutions amongst colleges themselves 

to try to figure out what values they are providing to students. College costs are going up 

dramatically. They have been going up faster and faster than the rate of inflammation and 

students are increasingly struggling to afford the prices that are being charged by colleges. 

Students, policymakers and colleges, everyone wants to know that with those rising costs what 

kind of bang students are getting for their colleges buck and that is what’s really driving the 

rankings. The rankings all have a different focuses. Some of them like US news and World 

Report and some others typically look at labor market outcomes for students, average SAT 

scores that students enter with, the quality if the students and faculty that are coming in 

meaning how well prepared they are. The challenge with those kind of rankings is that they do 

not typically give colleges rewards for equity for keeping their doors as open as possible nor 

do they look at how much students grow while they are in college. 

There are crucial dissimilarities in the ranking methodologies that are used. These distinction 

can be seen in the definitions of what constitutes quality, in the gauge and scales used to 

measure quality. These distinctness result in variety of ranking approaches. Accordingly, the 

ranking results differ substantially from one ranking approach to another. 
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Spyder IDE 

Spyder is a powerful interactive development openrsourcercross-platformiIDEiforiscientific 

programming with advanced editing and testing in the Python language. As compared to other 

IDEs, Spyderihasiaiuniqueiset ofifeatures- crossiplatform, open source writteniinipythoniand 

availableiunderinon-copy left license. Featuresiof Spyder are, itiprovides userian editor with 

syntax highlighting and introspection for code completion, providesisupportifor multiple 

Python console and also theiabilityitoiexplore and edit variables from a GUI Plugins. 

Anaconda 

Anaconda is bunch of Python packages plus a package manager called Conda. These packages 

are very popular in Data Science communities. Some of these packages are NumPy, SciPy, 

etc. If we install anaconda, we do not need to install packages individually. We get all of these 

in one shot. 

Python 

Python is a simple, general purpose and very powerfulihighileveliprogramming language. It 

supportsimultipleiprogrammingiparadigms including interactive, object-oriented, imperactive 

and also has a comprehensive and large Standard library. It is simple for server automation. It 

has a huge library for building web apps. The language itself is enough for handling HTTP and 

is also heavily used for scientific computing for example, earthPy, for earth sciences, AstroPy 

for astronomy and others. 

Web Crawler 

How is it that google is able to bring the exact search results when you type in a query given 

the fact that there are trillion of pages on the internet? Behind the scene, it is the web crawlers 

that are at work.  
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Web crawler is an automated script whichobrowses through the internet in an organized manner. 

The web crawler examines the keywordsuin the pages, the kind of content each page has and 

the links, and returnsothe information obtained to the searchoengine. A web crawler collects 

pages from the webuand then, indexes them in a methodical anduautomated manner to handle 

search engine queries. Whenua search query is entered, these crawlersyscan all the relevant 

pages that containkthese words and turn it into a huge index. 

Crawlers also help in validating HTML codes and checking links. 

The spider startsyits crawl by going through the websitesuor list of websites that it visiteduthe 

previous time. When theycrawlers visit a website, they search foroother pages that are worth 

visiting. Webucrawlers can link to new sites, noteuchanges to existing sites and mark dead links.  

Talking about the methodologymused in Google inside search, crawlingois done across over a 

staggering 60 trillion pages andkrelevant results are brought back. This isodone by indexing. 

Site owners have the right to decide whichopages they want to get indexed. Indexing is donerby 

sorting and looking at the qualityrof content and other factors. Googlerthen with the help of 

other features likerspell checking, auto complete, search methodsuother than text like voice 

anduimage recognition, understanding synonymsyetc provide a better search experience. 

After the web crawler completes collecting all the data from various sources, the data remains 

in an unstructured form, mainly in JSON, CSV or XML formats. This is raw data and gleaning 

useful insights from it, is known as datatmining. The seriousness and importancerof data mining 

comes to light during the extractionrprocess because you’ve got to deal with web pagesmerrors, 

data in multiple languages and irregularrmarkups. Retaining the encoding format in its original 

form is also important. 

Web crawling and Data mining cannot be completed without Data extraction. Data extraction 

is extremely useful for peoplerindulging in online shopping. There are sitesrwith data sources 

that are structured, Amazonufor instance, but some remain unstructuredrand are hidden deep in 

the web. 
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To get thejdata from such sites, the queryrwill have to be entered in the search boxrand filters 

are narrowed to get thenresults. The search query is answered in the form of product details 

embedded in HTML.  

Only a special crawlernthat can parse HTML can scrapeyand extract exact product details as 

demandedyby the user. The details may includekproduct title and information, 

pricing,uvariations, rating, reviews,rproduct code and so on. The feed is updatedrregularly, so 

the user gets only relevant and up to date data. 

Uses of Web Crawler: 

Web crawlers haverbecome so important to companies having austrong online presence, and 

they use it torobtain data like product information, reviews,ypricing details and images to ensure 

they deliver betterythan their rivals. Web crawlers can, thus, make anuimpact on every aspect 

of business.The presence of web crawlers makesrall the difference to the end user. 

Everywhererbusinesses are looking for waysyto beat their competition trying touprovide better 

quality products at reasonable prices. 

 

Real Estate:  

This catalogris prepared by noting the propertyudescriptions as per to type, number of 

bedrooms,rimages, market value and other relevantyinformation in a structured format. 

The buyer/sellerscan visit the website offeringrsuch information and browseythrough the 

listings to know the pricehand other details of a particularoproperty. 

Automobile Industry: 

Data that is required by the clients are vast in amount and it is to be explored from 

enormousuresources like auto spare parts sites, automobileycommunities, blogs and the like. 
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The web crawlerrgoes through all the source sitespprovided by the client, collects andrextracts 

the required data. It isralso important to set the parametersyfor data extraction separatelyyfor 

each site since thebsource websites may have differentbstructure and design. The user 

canhcompare the prices, observe theblatest trends, and other data deliveredvby different sources 

and then makeywise decisions. 

Text Analysis  

Text analysis is aboutuparsing texts in order to extractumachine-readable facts fromythem. 

The purpose of textnanalysis is to create sets ofnstructured data out of heaps ofnunstructured, 

heterogeneous documents. 

The processscan be thought of as slicingoandodicing documents into easy-to-manageoand 

integrate data pieces.rText analysis helps translatera text in the language ofydata. And it is 

when textyanalysisyprepares the content, that text analyticsukicks in to help make sense 

ofpthese data. 

Companies usertext analysis to setytheystage for data-driven approach towardsymanaging 

content. The moment textualusources are sliced into easy-to-automateydata pieces, a whole 

new range of opportunitiesyopens foryprocesses like decision making, productudevelopment, 

marketing optimization, businessuintelligence and more. Whenuturned into data, 

textualusources can be further used for obtaining valuable information,rdiscoveringupatterns, 

automatically managing, using and reusingkcontent, searching beyond keywords and more. 

Big data 

Hadoop is an open-source software framework that is itself written in Java, is used for storing 

data and running applications on clusters of commodity hardware, single or multiple. It 

provides massive storage for any type and variety of data, providing extensive and expansive 
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processingipower and also theiabilityitoihandle illimitable and concurrentitasksiorijobs 

virtually.  

 

Importance of Hadoop 

• Abilityitoistoretandtprocessihugetamountstoftanytkind of data, quickly. With huge 

volume of datatand its varietiestconstantlytincreasing at a high velocity, especially from the 

sources like social media, IoT, etc. is the key consideration. 

• Computing power. The distributed computing model processes big data faster than the 

traditional ones. The more number of computing nodes you use, the more processing power 

you have. 

• Fault tolerance. Data and application processing are protected against hardware failure as the 

hardware used is low-cost maintenance. If a single node goes down or fails to perform it’s task, 

jobs are automatically rechanneled to other nodes making sure that the distributed computing 

does not fail altogether. Multiple copies of all data are created and stored automatically. 

• Flexibility. Unlike traditional relational databases, user does not have to preprocess the data 

before storing it. User can store as much data in volume as he wants and can decide how to use 

it later. The huge volume of data includes unstructured data like text, images and videos. 

• Low cost. The open-source framework is free of cost and it uses commodity hardware to store 

large and complex quantities of data. 

• Scalability. One can easily grow the system by simply adding more computing nodes to handle 

the data. Little administration is required. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

Rankings arecused by some government departments in their higher education policy, by 

institutions looking for internationalcpartners to collaborate on various grounds such as 

innovative projects, student exchange programs etc. and by prospective students searching for 

a place to study. 

The current systems used for ranking the universities, while useful, in our view, does not 

sufficiently capture the vital innovative spirit of higherceducation institutions. Is 

entrepreneurship promoted among students? Is an incubator or accelerator hosted on campus? 

Are students being given opportunities, as partcof their studies, to pursue internships or training 

in industry? Moreover is the institute helping the studentscin overall development by promoting 

sports? And if the institution is providing all such facilities, then what are the actual figures of 

their success. 
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1.3 Objective 

The main objective of this project is to study the concept of web crawlers, text analysis and big 

data and implement these three to obtain a unique ranking of universities based on non-

conventional criteria such as incubation and innovation opportunities and sports infrastructure. 

The major task would be to decide upon the parameters and build an algorithm upon which the 

universities would be ranked.  

The motive is to become completely aware and familiar with the technology used for the 

implementation of the project and make the best use of it for our project completion. Also we 

hope that through this project we are able to provide some useful results for the concerned 

persons or organizations who might be interested in knowing these details. 
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1.4 Methodology 

1. Procuring the data:  

The foremost step is collecting the data required for ranking the universities on the 

basis of three parameters: 

a. Student to faculty ratio 

b. Enrollment of foreign students 

c. Scholarships awarded by a university 

This step is accomplished by deploying web crawler on publicly accessible data 

provided by the government website, keeping in mind the above mentioned 

parameters. The links related to the desired information are extracted and the final 

data is obtained in the form of a csv extension file.  

 

2. Processing the data:  

The data obtained in three separate excel files corresponding to the parameters 

discussed above is processed and transformed into a single file for applying the 

ranking algorithm. The individual datasets are cleaned in order to glean only the 

relevant information. The cleaning process involves removing unnecessary white 

spaces and punctuation marks, sorting the datasets as per names of the colleges, 

discarding the unwanted columns, summing the entries in the remaining columns to 

get concrete data. Finally an algorithm is implemented using Python scripting 

language which takes all the three cleaned datasets as input, extracting rows having 

college names common in all the datasets in all the three datasets and produce a 

single file. 

 

3. Ranking Algorithm:  

A ranking algorithm is applied to the final dataset. First, on the basis of our research 

on the internet, appropriate weights are assigned to the three ranking parameters and a  
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value is calculated corresponding to each college entry using a linear equation with 

three variables and their coefficients as: 

Y = ax1 + bx2 + cx3 + const. 

This value is stored in a separate column corresponding to all the entries. 

A simple sorting algorithm is then applied using this calculated value and hence, 

resulting in the list of universities that are ranked in ascending order.  
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Flowchart: 
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LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

2.1 Title: PyBot: An Algorithm for Web Crawling [AGK Leng, Ravi Kumar P] 

The authors have thoroughly talk about the functioning of web crawlers, highlighting the steps 

which a standard search engine takes to provide results to a query which include, crawling, 

indexing and searching[1]. The authors also discuss the rules that crawlers should follow so as 

to avoid getting banned from the website or/and result in unfavorable network conditions. The 

paper elucidates various types of crawlers proposedyand implemented over the years like 

generaltpurpose crawlers, focused crawler and distributedtcrawler. Also five different kinds of 

search engines have been discussed. The authors have laid down certain criteria based on which 

the outcome of a web crawler can be evaluated which are: Selectionfpolicy, Re-visitgpolicy, 

PolitenessfPolicy and Parallelization policy. The paper also mentions some commercially 

functional search engines with pertinent details like FAST Crawler, RBSE, WebFountain etc. 

Finally, the authors have proposed their own crawler, PyBot using Breadth First Search. This 

search takes in consideration the methodology in which first, the root node is expanded and 

following that, allrthetsuccessorstoftthe roottnode are expanded, then their successors, and so 

on.  

2.1.1 Introduction 

The three important sequentialltasks that a standardlsearch engine does as shown in Figure 

2.1.1 are:  

• Crawling  

• Indexing  

• Searching 

Crawlingtistthe most essential one among these. The prime purpose of a crawler is to download 

web pages for indexing, and other purposes like pager validation, structuralt analysisy, 
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visualization, updatemnotification, mirroring and for spam purposes like harvestingh email 

addresses etc. 

The indexinghmodule provides informationgabout rankingtof pages backyto crawlerstsotthat 

the crawlerslcan collecttthetimportanttpagestfirst as shown intFigure 2.1.1. 

 

Fig 2.1.1  Ranking of pages 

 

Some of the crucial jobs performed byuaucrawler are downloadingga webupage, 

parsingkthrough theudownloadedupages and retrievingkall theuhyperlinks and forueachulink 

retrievedj, repeating the process. Once atURL is specifiedg, theucrawlerufollowsuall uhe links 

foundlin that page and visit all those linksuand download the pages. It continues until there is 

no link left to be exploredtortthetcrawler wants to halt. A crawler treats a Web site as a tree-

structure as shown in Figure 2.1.2. Heretthe startfURL istthetroot of thettree andithe children 

oftthetroottare their links.tSome childrenf maytnotthave any linksjlike the childt2 oftroottand 

they arelcalled as danglingkchild.  
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Fig 2.1.2 Website as tree structure 

 

2.1.2 Type of crawling: 

General Purpose Crawling: 

Atgeneraltpurpose WebfCrawler gatherstastmany pagesgas itucanufrom auparticular set 

ofhURLs andutheir links.[2]uInuthis, the crawlerkis ablertorfetch arlarge number of 

pageshfrom differentrlocations. But, generalupurpose crawlingrcanrslowrdown the speeduand 

network bandwidth becausehit isrfetchingrallrthe pages. 

Focused Purpose Crawling: 

The aim of the focused crawlerjis torselectivelyrseek outlpages thatrarerrelevantrtorarpre-

defined set of topics. Itronly crawls the desired regionsrofrtherwebrandrleads torsignificant 

savingsrin terms of both hardwarerandrnetwork resources. The most important evaluation of 

focused crawling is to measure the harvest ratio, which is the rateratrwhichrrelevantrpages are 

acquired and irrelevantgpages are efficiently sieved fromrthe crawl.rThisrharvest ratio mustrbe 

high, or else the focusedrcrawlerrwould be spending a lot of time in solely eliminating the 

irrelevantjpages, and it would then berbetterrtoruseranrordinaryrcrawler instead of the focused 

crawler.  
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Distributed Crawling:  

Inrdistributedrcrawling, multiplegprocesses are employed torcrawl andrdownloadrpages from 

the Webrthus, buildingrarscalable, easily configurablejsystem, which isrfaultrtolerant as well. 

Splittingrtherload reduces hardware related liabilities andratrthe same time enhances the 

overallrdownload speed and reliability. 

 

2.1.3 Robots Exclusion Standards 

Itris arwidespreadrpractice torpreventrcooperatingrWeb Crawlersrfromraccessing all or part of 

arwebsite. Some of therpoliciesrthatrarRobotrmust follow when it is crawlingrthe Web are:  

• Allrthe Robotsrmust accessrthe robots.txtrfilerbeforerdownloading any files. 

• Robots must reveal their identity to the Web servers.  

• Robots must minimizehthe burden of Web servers by using a lowlretrieval rate and access 

the Web serveruonly when the server is lightly loaded. 

 Arsite owner may wish to instruct the webrcrawlers byrplacing a textrfile by the name of 

robots.txtrin the rootrof the webrsite echeleons (e.g.rwww.martin.edu.my/robots.txt). Thisrtext 

file must containrthe instructionsgin a specific format. Arrobots.txt file onpa website will 

function as a requestothat specified robots ignore specified filestor directories in their search. 

Poorly designedprobots cantlead totserious network and server overload problems. Therefore, 

all robots must follow theoRobot Policies. Also,rrobots that choosepnot to followrthe Robot 

Policiesrmight get blacklistedpor bannedrfrom the website. 

 

2.1.4 WebrCrawler Policies 

The result of arWebtCrawler isrnormallyrevaluated depending on howrthey adheredrto the 

followingrpolicies: 
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• Selection Policy: Selectionupolicyurefers to theuimportantupages that need toube 

downloadedufirst foruefficiencyupurposes considering the hugeyamountyof datayon 

the Web. 

• Re-visit Policy: Given the dynamic nature of the websites now-a-days, crawlingta Web 

canttaketatlong time, usuallyrinrweeks or months. Byrthertimerthe Webrcrawler has 

finishedrits crawl, many changes couldrhaverhappened like new contents might have 

been added or updated or deleted. From thersearch engine's pointpof view, there is a 

costrassociatedrwith not detectingpan event, and thus keeping an old or outdatedrcopy 

of arresource. According torJ. Cho the most prominently used costpfunctions are 

freshnessrand age. 

• Politeness Policy: The costsrof deploying WebrCrawler include networkrresources, 

server yoverload, poorlyrwrittenrrobots and alsoopersonal robotsrthatrdisturb the 

networksuand servers.rCho suggests 10 seconds as an intervalyfor access in their 

studies. Anecdotal evidenceufrom accessrlogs shows that accessuintervals fromrknown 

crawlersrvary betweenr20 secondsoand 3–4 minutes. 

• Parallelization Policy: To improve the performance of Web crawler, 

especiallypcrawling on largerdata repository like WorldoWide Web,uoften 

technologiesrlikerparallel computing are included for the crawlers. A Web crawler can 

be an agentoand by executingrmultiple agents, along with interactionobetween the 

agents, the Wer can bercrawled speedily and more efficiently.[3] 
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2.2 Title: Web crawler design Issues: A review [Deepika, Dr. A. Dixit] 

2.2.1 Introduction 

This paper thoroughly talks about the functioning of crawlers. Also various types of crawlers 

are discussed. The paper also talks about several web crawler design issues along with their 

solutions. 

2.2.2 Crawling process 

The rudimentary task of a crawler is to fetch pages, parseuthem to get more URLs, and then 

fetch pages of these URLs to get evenumore URLs. It is basically a program that retrievespand 

stores pages in a repositoryu. These pages are later analysedpby a module called indexer. The 

crawlerotypically begins with anrinitial setrof URLs calledp, Seed. Fundamentally, it first 

places Seed inra queue, whereoall URLsrto berretrieved are stored andrprioritized. Frompthis 

queue, thercrawler gets apURL (in some order),rdownloads the page, extractspany URLs in 

the downloadedrpage, and putspthe new URLs in the queue. Thisrprocess is reiterated until the 

crawler decides to halt. The working of a typical crawler is shown in fig 2.2.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2.1: Working of a Web Crawler 
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The crawling process is described as follows:  

i. The crawler removesothe highest-ranked URL from the list of unvisitedoURLs.  

ii. The documentpis retrieved from thepWeb. 

iii. A copy of the documentois placed in the local repository for indexingoby the search 

engine.  

iv. The crawlerpparses the document and extractspthe HTML links, with each extracted 

URL transformed to a standardized format. 

v. The extractedpURLs are compared to a list of allmpreviously extracted URLs (“All 

URLs” list in Figure 2.1.1) and anypnew URL is added to this list.  

vi. If thelURL is added to the list of all previouslypextracted URLs, it is also inserted 

intolthe list of unvisited URLsifor crawling.  

vii. The set of URLs is reorderedpusing some scheme such as breadth firstiordering or Page 

Rank, and the processurepeats from Step 3 until the set ofpURLs is empty, the crawl 

repositorypis full, or the resources allocatedjto crawling are exhausted. 

 

2.2.3 Web Crawler Design Issues 

❖ How should the crawler get relevantopages to query? 

The criteria to determine whenpa page is to be present in a collectionpare related to the 

page contents, e.g., words, phrases, etc. [4]However, at times there are other important 

situations wherein the features of the innerpstructure of the pages provide a better 

method to define a collection, than their contents. It is suggestedothat by knowing the 

structure of a required pagekbeforehand, desired page(s) can be searched with 

increased efiiciency. So, rather than fetching all the pages relatedpto search topic, fetch 

only those pages which will have similarpstructure as that of sample page in terms of 

relevancy.  
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Figure 2.2.2: Sequences of patterns of links 

 

A tool is embellished for fosteringpstructure-driven crawlers which requires minimal 

effortpfrom users’ side as it relies on a samplekpage of the pages that are to to be 

fetched. Tolaccomplish this, given a sample pageoand an entry point to a Web site, the 

toollgreedily traverses the Web sitersearching for target pages, i.e., pagesrthat are 

structurally similar to the sample page. Further, it records all paths leading to the target 

pages and generatesoa navigation pattern which is composedoby sequences of patterns 

of links a crawlerkhas to follow to reach the targetopages as shown in figure 2.2.2. 

Finally, the toologenerates a crawler based on these patterns. Fromothis point on, the 

crawler can be usedpto fetch pages that bear structural similarity to the sample page, 

even if new similarppages are added later. 

 

❖ Howrshould the crawler refresh the page? 

Once the crawler has downloadedpa significant number of pages, it has to start 

revisiting those downloaded pagesoto detect changes and refresh thepdownloaded 
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collection. Because Web pages arepchanging at dynamic rates, the crawler needspto 

carefully decide what pagepto revisit and what page to skip. Therepare several 

approaches to predict when a documentpis likely to change and therefore require re-

crawlingpsuch as: 

1. Examinephow frequently a document has changed inpthe past. While there 

arepmany studies that have examinedvre-crawl frequency when there is a 

longpperiod of past change history available,othis information is not 

alwaysoavailable, particularly when a document has only beenpcrawled a few 

times. 

2. Use thepLast-Modified and ExpirespHTTP headers that are returned alongpwith 

web documents. Whenpthey are accurate and properly maintained,pthese headers 

can be a very efficient method of improvingpthe freshness of crawled 

documents.dThese headers, however, are not alwayspavailable, and may be 

deliberately inaccurateoto compel web clients to update their locallypcached copy 

of documents. 

3. Web pages which are frequently upgraded are detectedmand accordingly revisit 

frequencyhfor the pages is dynamically computed. 

4. There exists another novel approach for maintaining freshnesskwhich uses the 

anchor text linking documentspto determine the likelihood of a 

documentkchanging, based on statistics gleaned during the current crawl. He 

showspthat this scheme is highly effective when combinedlwith existing stateless 

crawl ordering schemes. 

 

❖ Howushould the crawlinguprocessube parallelized? 

Dueuto the vastness ofrthe Web, crawlerspoften runmon multiplemmachines 

andpdownload pages inyparallel. Thiskparallelization is oftenynecessaryyin order to 

downloadpa largernumberrof pages in a reasonableoamount of time. This generates a 

continuousostream of new URLs of documentspto berdownloadedrand it isrclear that 
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the associatedswork-loaducanuonly be dealed efficiently with properqparallel 

computingutechniques. Theyincoming newyURLs have to beyorganized by axpriority 

measure in order to downloadzthe mosturelevant documents first. 

 

❖ Howyshouldythe crawler get time sensitive information? 

Usually Search engineskcrawl the web and takeysnapshots of siteacontent. Since 

previousycrawlsyare not archived, hence searchyresults pertaingonly to a single, recent 

instantyin time.[5] Asxatresult when users request someypages which require past data 

thenusearch engines are unable to provide becausecit is nottpossible to searchtfilesuthat 

representstsnapshot of the webfover time.A temporal search enginevhas been proposed 

that indexes InternethArchive crawl data to provide search resultsyspanning user 

specified time ranges. Itzcan generate graphs showingmquery result hit counts across 

augiven time span and even side-by-side comparisonsdof different query results. 

Thesefgraphs can be used to, among other things, track a term’supopularity over time 

for marketing or academiczresearch purposes. A user can input any textualuquery via 

a web interface, using eitheruthe simple or advanced search functionalityuas shown in 

Figure 2.2.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2.3: Chronica’s general search interface 
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2.3 Title: Choosing Scrapy 

2.3.1 Background and Motivation 

In this paper, the authors have created an interactive online geographically constrained social 

services client matching system. In this system, a client would enter basic demographic 

information and the system would return a set of available social services within a specific 

geographic area that addressed the clients stated needs. This paper also describes the reason 

why Scrapy was chosen for this project and explores the viability of scrapy as a powerful and 

robust tool in computer sciences. 

2.3.2 About Scrapy 

Scrapy is one of the open source web crawling frameworks that is written in Python. The main 

purpose of Scrapy is to provide support for web scraping. It was released on June 2, 2008. 

There are various ongoing Scrapy based projects and many firms or organizations such as 

CareerBuild, DayWatch, PriceWiki, Tarlabs, etc use Scrapy as a tool to scrape the data from 

web. The task of capturing and structuring data mined from the web is usually divided into two 

distinct phases: the crawling and the scraping portions of the task.[6] For this project, Scrapy 

has been described to be ideal because it is a Python based framework that provides tools for 

both scraping and crawling. Also, as an open source product, Scrapy has a robust community 

willing and able to assist new users. 
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Figure 2.3.1 Architecture of crawler 

 

2.3.3 About the project 

The main focus of this project was to write a web crawler that utilizes regular expressions to 

extract relevant data from geographically targeted websites. The two main tasks for this project 

were to use Scrapy’s spider class to scrape the data and to create a Scrapy item to manage the 

data.  

In Scrapy, the spider is the class which defines which web sites will be scrapped, how they 

will be scrapped, and what data will be collected and placed into the item. Our crawler is 

designed to extract street addresses from HTML pages.  

In the following code, the crawler first looks for a zip code which is in Boone, Kenton or in 

Campbell countries as defined in an external file. After the zip code is identified, crawler then 

looks for a string consisting of the state, city and street address.  
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Snapshot of the code [7] 
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After crawling and determining the pages that are to be scraped, the item object was used. In 

Scrapy, the item defines an object to place the data in. This allows crawler to extract the 

structured data from unstructured sources.[7] In the example provided, we are seeking to 

extract all the information necessary to identify a single physical address and place it into the 

item. The item can later be used to place the data into a database or print the same to a file in 

JSON, XML or CSV format. 

         

Below is example output after the item has been converted to JSON format and written to a 

file: 

Snapshot of the output [7] 
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2.4 Title: Text Mining Using Python 

2.4.1 Introduction 

Text mining is the process of analyzing text to cull the information that is useful. As compared 

to other type of data stored in databases, text is unstructured and very difficult to manage. Text 

mining is all about finding unknown information that tries to extract pattern from large 

databases.[8] Approximately 90% of the world's data, generated daily is in unstructured 

formats. Text is just raw data. Text mining generally refers to analyzing large natural language 

texts and detect usage patterns to extract useful information. 

2.4.2 Basics of Text Mining 

Information retrieval is the first step in text mining. It is the process of searching and recovering 

information from huge amount of stored data. Specific rules are there to recoup information 

from text and those rules also defines what degree of retrieval should be considered. This is 

process of identifying and returning relevant information. Text categorization is text mining 

operation. It is the process of assigning the document to predefined categories. Collected 

documents should be classified as per the requirement. Information extraction is also part of 

text mining process. Information extraction includes identification and extraction of certain 

entities in text and representation of it in required format. Important task of text mining is to 

search for structured data inside the document. Text mining also includes identification of 

trends in data. 

2.4.3 Text Mining vs Data Mining 

Data mining is one step in the whole process of knowledge discovery from data. Knowledge 

from data process involves collection of important, rational, new, and useful knowledge from 

data. In text mining there is linguistic analysis and the main focus of search engines is on text 

search that notably focus on text based web content. The text data is free-form, unstructured 
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and semi-structured data. Text may include reports, articles, emails, letters, etc. In data mining, 

data can be in the form of images, audio, videos, etc. Data mining involves case-based 

reasoning, data visualization. Also the main use of data mining includes cross-selling, 

segmentation and profiling, response modeling. 

2.4.4 Python functionalities for Text Mining 

For extracting and parsing contents, python provides regular expression handling in the re 

module and Beautiful Soup. Also, there are specialized module for JSON feeds and XML. 

Scrapy is a huge framework for crawling and extraction. The NLTK package contains copious 

natural language processing methods say sentence and word tokenization, part of speech 

tagging, chunking and classification. Natural Language Toolkit is a retinue of libraries and 

programs that helps in analytical NLP in python language.[9] It provides easy to use interface 

to text processing libraries for classification, tokenization and parsing. NLTK is available for 

windows, MAC OS and Linux. 

2.4.5 Applications of Text Mining using Python 

Text mining is used in many sectors for reviewing large data sets. In media and publishing 

sectors, text mining is mainly used for production and accrual for information retrieval that is 

done by extracting, loading, and transporting the information. In the Banks and Financial 

market, CRM tool is used for to improve the customer communication management by 

resending the message by search engine asking question in natural language. Hospital and 

Pharmaceutical firms use classification and extraction of information from articles, scientific 

abstracts and patents.[10] Various type of applications are used is in the telecommunications 

industries: the most important aim of these industries are that all applications find an answer, 

from human resources management to market analysis, from customer opinion survey to 

spelling correction. 
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2.5 Title:  Big Data – A Brief Study [Ravi Narasimhan, Bhuvaneshwari T] 

 

In thisrresearchrarticle, the author has briefed the currentrindustry lingo calledrBig Data and 

has coveredrthercomponents of bigrdatarfrom the perspective of Hadoop.rThe studyrwill help 

torhave a comprehensive understandingrofrbig data and its variousrcomponentsrinrhadoop 

framework. 

 

2.5.1. Introduction 

As an inclusive definition,rBigrData asrwe see,risrsomething sorhugerand mosaic thatrit is 

impossiblerfor traditionalrsystems andrdata-warehousingrtools to process and workron them. 

Big data can neither be worked in consequent to the traditional SQL like queries nor can the 

RDBMSrbe usedrfor storagerpurpose. Therefore, arwidervarietyrof scalablerdatabase tools 

andrtechniques haverevolved. Hadoop,ran openrsourcerdistributed data processingrsystem 

(whichrincludes HIVErdata warehousersystem and HBase database) isrone ofrtherprominent 

andrwell knownrsolutions. NoSQL has ameliorated protrusion as arnon-relationalrdatabase 

with the inclusion ofrMongoDB, DynamoDB fromrAmazon and Cassandrarfrom Apache. 

 

 Day afterrday, trillions and zillionsrofrdata isrgenerated allrover the universe which includes 

machinergenerated,rhuman generated data androther that arergeneratedrby nature.rMachine 

generatedrdata can comerfrom Airplanes,rCars,rCERN systems (particle physics Lab-Hadron 

collider) andrlikewise. Humanrgenerated datarcomprises of data retrieved fromrsocial media 

like facebook,rtwitter, etc.rNature generatedrdata comesrfrom whether,rgenome sequencing, 

deeprocean data, theruniverse data, etc. 

 

2.5.2. BigrDatarCharacteristics – Ther5 V’s 

BigrData is peculiarized byrthe 5 V’s – Volume,rVelocity,rVariety, Veracity andrValue. In 

additionrwe can alsorinclude Variability. 
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A) Volume 

Thersize ofrdata hasrincreased from Megabytes and Gigabytes to Terabytes,rPetabytesrand 

Exabytes. Overrthe pastrfew years,rbecause of thersuper low-pricerin hardwarerand storage 

memoryrcosts, it hasrbecome cost-effectiverto the storerdata. This hasrresulted in storage of 

hugeramount of Structured as well as Unstructuredrdata from variousrsources, like data from 

social media, sensors,rmachine-to-machine data, fromrairplanes, from digitalization of books, 

etc. To store this huge amount of data, werhave various databasesrincluding Green-plumrand 

Hadoop. The storage of data in Hadoop is in the formrDistributed FilerSystem called HDFS 

which makesrData available to multiplercomputing nodes.[11] Usagerpattern consist of the 

following three steps:  

1. Loadingrdata intorHDFS  

2. MapReducerOperations  

3. Retrieval of results fromrHDFS  

It isrmore of a batchrprocessing and hencersuited for analyticalrand statistical purposes.  

B) Velocity  

Data is being generated atran increasing rate. Users wantrthe full datartorbe given torthem 

almostrinstantly. Now-a-daysrdata-flow is immense andrcontinuous. Dataris comingrto us at 

an unprecedented speed.rStreaming datarhas maderit possible to havera realrtime catering of 

data.  

Withrso much ofrdata beingrgenerated at a veryrhigh speed,rthe terminologyrcalled streaming 

datarcame intorheadland. It’s not only aboutrincomingrdata, but also aboutrinsights and the 

decisionsrthat are neededrto be takenrat an equallyrhigh pace. 
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C) Variety  

Data to become BigrData comesrin fromrvarious sources. Dataris mainlyrdivided intorthree 

different types – 

• StructuredrData isrwhat thertraditional Database management systemsrwork with.rIt 

consistr of Rows and Columns and re-sides in fixed fields in a file. 

• Semi-StructuredrData doesrnot confirmrto a specificrarrangement butrconsists of 

Ttage to separaterthe data elements. 

• Un-StructuredrData does notrhave and doesrnot adhere to arpre-defined datarlike 

representation.rE-mails,rvideo and audiorare some ofrthe unstructured data files.  

D) Veracity  

 AsrBig Datarbecomes biggerrand the multiplersources of big datarare ever increasing,rthere 

is lot of chancesrthat thereris huge inconsistencyrand abnormalityrin the Data.[12] 

Therreliability or thertrustworthiness of therdata becomesrquestionable. Data 

inconsistencyrand abnormality is onermajor challengingrfactor that is a partrand parcel of Big 

Data.  

E) Value  

Costris one of the major factors thatrallrorganizationsrneed to look into when itrcomes to 

implementing bigrdata, orrfor the same anyrsoftware package orrframework implementation. 

Therinitiative ofrentering intouBig Data isuvery cynical and the valueuneeds to be 

premeditatedly cogitated in value to price perspective.             
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Figure 2.5.1 The 5 Vs of Big data 

 

2.5.3. Big DatarComponents onrHadooprFramework 

ApacherHadoop is a software library, anropen-sourcerframework for reliable, scalable and 

distributed computing. It is designed to cope withrdistributed computingrof complex and large 

datasets dealing with multiple clustersrof computersrusing simplerprogramming models. 

Created byrDoug Cuttingrand Mike Caferellarin the yearr2005, it is namerafter a toyrelephant. 

Scaling uprfrom Singlerservers to thousands ofrmachines withrLocal storage andrcomputation 

are theradvantage that Hadooproffers.[13] This is onerof the majorradvantages that Hadoop 

offers as wercan userin-expensive hardware.  

 

HadooprModules:  

 

• HadooprDistributed FilerSystem (HDFS)  

A distributedrfile systemrwhich helps torstore huge and complex amount of datarin a 

reliable format providingrfault tolerantrfile system. HDFS follows the structure of 

Master and Slave,rin which werhave one orrmore devices called asrslave devicesrthat 

are controlledrby one device thatris called as masterrdevice. It is a javarbased file 

system.   
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• HadooprYARN / MapReduce  

MapReduce/YARNris a clusterrrecource managementrand has beenrbuilt as a 

programmingrmodel in therHadoop framework torprocess large amountsrof data in a 

distributed & parallelrenvironment on arcluster. Yarn is the heart ofrHadoop and 

ResourceManager and NodeManager being help to manage the applications in a dis-

tributed manner.  

 

 

 

• HBase  

HBASEris a Hadooprdatabase whichris a non-relationalr(NoSQL) database thatrruns 

on the toprof HDFS. HBASErallows random, realrtime read and writeraccess for the 

bigrdata, is columnar,rprovides faultrtolerant storage and fastraccess. It alsorprovides 

transactionalrcapabilities by allowingrupdates, insertions, deletions etc. Tablesrin 

HBase can be used  to serve as inputs or outputs for jobs running in MapReduce.  

 

Some more components are listed below- 

• Pig  

• Hive 

• Sqoop  

• ZooKeeper 

• Avro  

• Cassandra  

• Mahout 

• Spark  

• Flume 

• R 
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2.6 A review of programming languages for web scraping 

The foremost job of any researcher for the task of data extraction is the choice of too and 

language. This paper talks about the advantages and disadvantages of four programming 

languages: C, Java, PHP and Python vis-à-vis their libraries and several programming features 

offered by these languages in the arena of scraping websites and extraction of data. Also, the 

related libraries along with the methods of their utilization have also been discussed in brief. 

2.6.1. Significance of research 

As the research furthered, it became clear to the author that each tool carries some positive as 

well as negative aspect. The selection of the language or tool for scraping a website depends 

on more than one factor. The most essential ones being the purpose of extracting data from a 

particular website, the deciding parameters that are to be used for scraping and the 

programming language with which the individual is familiar and is comfortable working 

in.[14] The author has expressed that at one stage of work, one language may be suitable and 

at some other stage, another language may seem more feasible. This research will aid an 

individual to understand which language among C/C++, JAVA, PHP and Python is more 

suitable to carry out web scraping and extraction. After getting to know the pros and cons of 

employing a particular language, the user will also be able to choose a different language for 

needs at various stages of the research.  

2.6.2. Discussions 

Four optionsrhave been discussed in this paper. The firstris native code – C/C++, then arvery 

powerful objectboriented programming language ofbtoday’s times, namely Java, the thirdbis 

a scripting languagerPHP and lastly a contemporary andrdynamically typed language Python. 
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2.6.2.1 Using the native language C/C++ 

The author has identified three steps for extracting data using the native language: 

1. Using the”library “libcurl”, download the html page. The libcurl library supports HTTP and     

HTTPS besides other protocols such as SFTP, Telnet, FTP, SMTP and some more. At present, 

the library runs in the”same manner on many platforms like Windows, Solaris, Linux, 

Symbian, Android, macOS, Blackberry,”Darwin etc. and hence it would be safe to say that this 

library is absolutely portable. This library also supports Kerberos. It is IPv6 compatible”and 

freely available. In Linux, the command employed is : 

$ curl <URL> 

This command downloads the page and”by default the terminal is the output but a file can be 

specified to store the data. From”Linux, the following command can be utilized: 

$ curl<URL>>><filename> 

2. Next step is converting”the downloaded HTML page to a decently formatted and more 

readable XML”format using the “libtidy” library. This library is a static and dynamic C library 

which can be integrated with many languages. The code using libtidy goes through the 

following steps: 

o Initializing document using”tidyCreate method 

o Converting it into”xml by using tidyOptSetBool method 

o Capturingrdiagnostics using tidySetErrorBuffer 

o Parsing the input usingktidyParseString 

o Tidying up thekthings using tidyCleanAndRepair function 

o Printingrif required 

4. The last step is parsing the xml document using “libxml” library. This library is capable 

of working on Linux, Windows as well as macOS but it works best on Linux. It requires 

only ANSI C API dependency. It uses libz and iconv libraries during is configuration. 

Using these libraries, one can write code to parse an xml page and select the needed 
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content. Coming to the pros of employing C/C++, it provides more”flexibility and 

control to the user. The low level work ensures speed and reliability. But there are some 

disadvantages too. It involves tedious task of writing huge sections of code and the 

learning process is tougher. The above mentioned three steps have to be taken care of 

separately.[15] Every time a program is modified, it has to be compiled. Memory 

management and string handling are two serious issues. 

 

2.6.2.2 Using object oriented language JAVA 

There are many ways available to scrape data in Java. The author has highlighted two main 

libraries in this respect. One  is HtmlUnit and other is Jsoup. Jsoup is used to parse HTML 

pages and uses CSS, JQuery and DOM for this purpose. The general course of steps involves 

scraping and parsing HTML document from a file or a URL. Next is extracting the required 

data by employing CSS or other Selectors. There are many inbuilt methods like 

getElementByClass( String className), getElementById(String id), getElementByTag( String 

Tag), getElementByAttribute( String attribute). Several other methods that may be used to 

parse and do manipulations on data are: tagname that finds elements using a tag – #id, .class, 

[attribute] etc. HtmlUnit is fundamentally a browser without a Graphical User Interface. It 

provides APIs  allowing someone to click links, fill forms and other facilities. Some 

getrmethods can be used to search for ayparticular element.  Or one can alsoruse Xpath to 

query elements. Onercan easily submit a form byrfollowing the steps: go to the required page, 

getrthe form and find the submitrbutton and the field that isrto be changed or submitted, 

modifyrthe field and submit the form byrclicking the submit button. Onercan also specify a 

proxyrserver if one needs to connectrthrough one. Another tool is WebDriver like Selenium. 

Although it is used typically in automatedrweb application testing, it’s APIs can be used to 

extract desired information. The merits of using Java are it is a widely used language and 

manyrpowerful ribraries are freely available. Eclipse and Netbeans are powerfulrIDEs that 

help analyze androrganize code.[16] A specificrweb browser canrbe simulated and the real 

success of using Java is realized in big projects. Pages having diversed content can be easily 
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scraped. Coming to demerits, it is difficult to code in Java and the outputs are unusually 

detailed. After every modification, it is mandatory to compile. The powerful IDEs consume 

lots of machinerresources. One has to wait for the complete webpage to berloaded as only then 

the elementsrcan be accessed. As a result of simulation of web browsers, many unnecessary 

files get loaded creating heavy traffic.  

 

2.6.2.3 Using the scripting language PHP 

To parse and scrape data in PHP, one needs the PHPrSimplerHTMLrDOM Parser which is 

written in PHP itself. One can select tags from an HTML page just like jquery. Contents can 

be extracted from the HTML page in a single line. The steps to obtian HTML elements are:  

CreatingrCOMrfrom a file or URL using therfile_get_html methodrwhich takes URL or 

therfile name from whichrdata is to be extracted as an argument.  

Other functions such asrfind(‘img’) can be utilizedrfor extracting images andrfind(‘a’)rfor 

extracting links. Many elements can be altered by creating a DOMrfirst and then findingra 

specificr‘div’ and then puttingrthe required text in therproper place. The function 

file_get_html() will dump all the contentsrof the web page as arplain text. Data can be 

scrapedreasily by running a looprand selecting each ‘div’relement and converting itsrcontents 

into plaintext, storingrthem as a string andrshowing them when required. Numerous other 

things can be performed using a simple php library “simple_html_dom.php”. Advantages of 

using PHP include it’s free availability, it’s scripting nature, easy coding, acceptance by almost 

all enterprises and the requirement of just one single file as the necessary library. Coming to 

the negative side, PHP has norsupportrforrparallelrworks. Also, there is no way for managing 

memory.[17] There is no compatibility for Unicode. It is not easy to debug. To implement 

security checks in PHP, the functions that would be used have very long names. For every web 

request, whole of the script is re-initialised and run from the starting. 
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2.6.2.4 Using the dynamic language Python 

Python offers many powerful libraries for scraping websites like Beautiful Soup, Requests, 

lxml, Selenium and Scrapy. Requests can be used to not only extract raw HTML but alsorto 

postrtorforms and accessrAPIs. Beautiful Soup is an amazing package if one wants to parse 

and select the desired data. Next is lxml which does scraping speedily. It works on Xpath and 

CSS selectors. It is preferred over Beautiful Soup in scenarios where the documents are untidy. 

Next is Selenium which is extremely useful where Javascript is involved. Selenium 

actuallyrsimulatesrWeb Browser andrcan enableronerclick onrlinks andrenter datarinto 

forms.rHowever, ifronerrequires tordo all of therabove andrbuild a completerspiderrthat can 

crawl throughrwebsitesrin a veryrsystematicrway then the bestrthingrto use may berScrapy. 

Scrapy is written in Python and it depends on some Python packages: lxml, which is an 

excellentrHTMLrandrXML parser, parsel, whichrisrwrittenronrtop oftlxml andtfacilitates 

datatextraction. W3lib assists in handling webpage encoding and URL. A librarytcalled 

twistedtwhichtis antasynchronoustnetworkingtframework. Totdealtwith networktsecurity, 

theretaretlibraries calledtcryptographytand pyOpenSSL.[18] One cantwritetspiders 

usingtScrapy. Spiders arerPythonrclasses that set the definitionstoftthe webtscraping 

techniques. In these classestthetwaystof parsingtandtcrawling web pages are 

defined.tThetwork of the spiders generallytgotthrough a fourtsteptprocess: 

first,tinitialtrequests aretgenerated to crawltURLs and atcallbacktfunction 

istspecifiedttothandle the responsetfrom thesetrequests. Next the downloadedtresponsetis 

parsedtandtdatatextracted. Thirdlytpagetcontents are parsed using selectorstandtitems are 

generatedtusingtthe parsed data. Finallytitemstthat the spider class returntshalltbe stored in a 

propertdatabasetor a datatwarehousetastper the requirement. 

There are many advantages of using Python like object oriented facilities are available but are 

not mandatory to use. Similar is the case with exceptions. Python is easy to understand and 

intuitive like English. It enforces indentation which is a good programming practice. It offers 

an outstanding set of powerful libraries. Also, a few lines of code can tackle a huge problem. 
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More time can be spent on problem solving and designing algorithms rather than 

gettingtdelayedtwithtprogrammingtlanguagetfeatures. There are many built-in datatypes that 

are extremelytusefultlike lists,tsequences,tfunctionstandtdictionaries. Development time is 

very fast. It is possible to compile and run the program till an error pops up. Nativetlanguages 

like Ctcantbe integratedtinto Python. There is huge community support. One disadvantage is  

 

that being dynamically types, it may become difficult to keep track of variables and other 

things. 

 

2.6.3 Conclusion 

The author feels that the most appropriate and efficient language that can be used for extracting 

data from software repositories and analyze the trends in software projects is Python . 

Intalltprobability, it is most apt to use Scrapy framework as it offers excellent functionalities 

fortdatatmining and also itstpropertstoragetand use. If simulation is requied, then Selenium 

would be best suited as it can enable logging into websites if required. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 System Design   

 

3.1.1  Hardware Requirements 

The hardware requirements for this project to be implemented are- 

• Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-5200U CPU @2.20GHz 2.20GHz 

• RAM: 8GB 

• 64-bit Operating System 

 

3.1.2 Software Requirements- 

In this project, the softwares that required for implementation includes 

• Anaconda Prompt- Conda Prompt includes inbuilt Python packages. 

It is used to run Python programmes. 

• Spyder- Spyder is an open-source cross-platform integrated development 

environment for scientific programming in Python. 

 

3.1.3 Algorithms used 

• Scraping Website 

• Data Cleaning and processing 

• Ranking Algorithm 

 

3.1.3.1 Scraping Website 

With the incessant expansion of internet, it has become important to retrieve data speedily and 

accurately. This task would be impossible to carry out if we lack effective “search engines”. 

To achieve this goal, a software called ‘Web Crawler’ is exploited which can be run using 
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various algorithms. Spider is a class that defines the way how a particular site will be scraped, 

how the links would be followed i.e. how the crawl would be performed and how the data 

would be extracted. CrawlSpider is a Spider that defines a set of rules for the crawler to follow 

the links and scrap multiple pages. CrawlSpider class typically uses Link Extractors but it can 

be used in any spider, even by foregoing to subclass from CrawlSpider.  Link Extractors are 

objects that can be used as default or can be customized to extract links from web pages. In the 

scenario of our problem statement, we have written a fundamental crawler program which 

takes a seed URL to begin the search with and returns a list of URLs related to the three ranking 

parameters.  

Following steps of the scraping cycle are common to (more or less) any kind of spider: 

1. The process starts by generating initial requests, which are obtained by calling the 

start_requests() function, to crawl the URLs specified in start_urls and then specifying 

a callback method i.e parse method which is to be called with the response downloaded 

from those requests. 

2. The response i.e. the web page is analyzed in the callback function which returns either 

dictionaries of python in extracted data, Request objects, Item objects, or an iterable of 

such objects. 

3. Next, the contents of the web pages are parsed by the callback method by generally 

using Selectors and items are generated with the parsed data. 

4. At the end, the items that are returned by the spider are stored in a database or written 

to a file. 

Following is a pseudo code for scraping data from the site ‘data.gov.in’: 

1. import scrapy  

2. from scrapy.spiders, import CrawlSpider, Rule 

3. import LinkExtractor from scrapy.linkextractors 

4. defne a class by the name UniRanking and make it inherit CrawlSpider class 

5. specify the allowed_domains as www.data.gov.in 

http://www.data.gov.in/
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6. specify start_urls as https://data.gov.in/resources/ 

7. set scholarship, student enrollment, teachers/faculty as allow attribute, parse_item as 

callback in the Rules class 

8. define the parse_item method extract the link in an item object 

 

 

Fig 3.1.3.1 Running Spider on Anaconda Prompt 

 

2. Data cleaning and processing 

This particular step is very crucial for the success of our final ranking as it eliminates the 

undesirable data and produces a single file for us to run our sorting algorithm on. Coming to 

cleaning the datasets obtained after crawling the government website. Here, the first step would 

be to remove the unnecessary punctuation marks like dot, inverted commas, commas, colons 

and white spaces. Then to bring about uniformity, the datasets are converted into lower case 

https://data.gov.in/resources/
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and sorted alphabetically in ascending order. The extraneous columns are deleted the relevant 

ones are added for each row. Next, the data in the three datasets are compared as per the names 

of the colleges and only the required columns are included in the new dataframe which is 

written in a fresh excel file. 

 

Steps: 

1. Read the excel files into separate data frames using pandas.DataFrame and 

pandas.read_csv function. 

2. Apply str.replace() function to get rid of white spaces and punctuation marks in the 

dataframes. 

3. Apply str.lower() function to the columns containing college names. 

4. Sort the datasets as per college/university names using DataFrame.sort_values 

function. 

5. Sum the informative columns and delete the unwanted ones using list.remove() and 

Series.sum() functions. 

6. Compare the student enrollment and scholarship datasets by iterating through the rows 

using pandas.DataFrame.iterrows() function and store the values in columns having 

common college names in a separate dataframe. The college name in each row is split 

into list of its comprising words using str.split() and the first two words are matched in 

the respective columns in both the datasets. 

7. Compare this new dataframe with faculty dataframe following the same procedure as 

in the above step. 

8. Merge the dataframes obtained in steps 6 and 7 and finally apply the ranking algorithm 

to it. 
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Fig 3.1.3.2 The datasets obtained after crawling 

 

 

Fig 3.1.3.3 Python console in Spyder framework performing cleaning on the datasets 
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Fig 3.1.3.4 The final dataset obtained after finding common universities in all three datasets 

 

3.  Ranking Algorithm 

We have a single file that contains datasets with the parameters like student to faculty ratio, 

ratio of foreign enrollment to total number of students and the number of scholarships awarded. 

According to the different methodologies for ranking the university, the three major university 

rankings that are Times Higher Education World Rankings, QS World University and 

Academic Ranking of World Universities assesses colleges or universities on few parameters 

relating to research, teaching, employability and internationalization. 

The performance indicators i.e. the factors that contribute to the ranking process are grouped 

into five areas in accordance with how much they contribute to the cumulative probability 

function  

• Teaching- Student-to-faculty ratio, an indication of commitment to high-quality 

teaching and support (maximum weightage). 

• Scholarships awarded- No. of scholarships awarded to students. 
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• International outlook- Number of foreign enrollments. The ability of a university to 

attract undergraduates, postgraduates and faculty to its success on the world stage. 

 

Computational Equation-  

Y=ax1 + bx2 + cx3 + d 

 

a= weight assigned to student-to-faculty ratio 

b= weight assigned to number of scholarships awarded 

c= weight assigned to foreign enrollment ratio to total number of students 

d= a constant value 

            x1= student-to-faculty ratio of a university      

 x2= number of scholarships awarded of a university     

 x3= foreign student enrollment ratio of a university 

 

Ranking Algorithm 

1. Read the input obtained after after cleaning the datasets. 

2. Calculate student-to-faculty ratio. 

3. Store the value in x1. 

4. Calculate number of foreign enrollments to total number of students. 

5. Store the calculated ratio in x2. 

6. Calculate number of scholarships awarded to students. 

7. Store the calculated value in x3. 

8. Multiply the values i.e. x1, x2,  x3 with corresponding weights i.e a, b, c. 

9. Add all the values with weights to get the final value for a particular university. 

10. i.e Y=ax1 + bx2 + cx3 + d, d being some constant. 

11. Repeat the steps from 2 till 10 for all the entries of the file. 

12. Store the final value obtained by using the equation 
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13. Apply simple sorting on the column having calculated values. 

14. Output the university name with corresponding rankings. 

 

 

            Fig 3.1.3.5 Output with student-to-faculty and foreign enrollment ratio 
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CHAPTER 4 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 

1. Data cleaning 

 Before Data Cleaning After Data Cleaning 

Readability The datasets contained 

unnecessary columns like 

College Id, Remarks and 

punctuation marks. 

The dataset is free from 

unwanted characters and 

columns. 

Better Results Had ranking algorithm 

been applied here, the 

results would have been 

incomprehensible and 

illegitimate.  

Institution wise appropriate 

results are obtained after 

applying the ranking 

algorithm. 

 

 

2. Data Processing 

Number of rows in Student Enrollment dataset: 656 

Number of rows in Scholarships dataset: 20,667 

Number of rows in Faculty dataset: 668 

Time taken by Python to compare the datasets as per names of the institutions and merge 

the results into a single file was : 484.2236025333405 seconds 

Time complexity of comparison of datasets= O(n2) 
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3. Ranking Algorithm 

 

Time Complexity of calculating Student-to-faculty ratio = O(n) 

Time Complexity of calculating foreign enrollment ratio = O(n) 

Time Complexity of sorting the desired values in python= O(n log n) 

Overall time complexity of ranking algorithm= O(n log n)  
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

The aim of this project is to produce a list of universities different from the conventional 

ranking systems that is, on the basis of scope of innovation and sports available in various 

universities. 

In this report, we have studied the need and importance of web crawlers, their various kinds 

that are in operation today along with their implantation using Scrapy and other tools as well 

as some of the design issues. We also learned how text analysis can be performed using Python 

and how it is different from data mining. Also, the final lap of this project, mapper-reducer 

concept in Hadoop which would be harnessed to handle the big data collected from various 

websites, was also meticulously studied along with its complexity analysis.  

 

5.2 Future Scope 

In this project, we have worked on universities across India only. The scope of this project can 

be expanded to universities across Asia or further to the entire world. Since this huge amount 

of data would reach gigabytes, therefore it would be wise to employ Big Data technology. 

Also, this project can be made more efficient and accessible by offering the information seeker 

a platform to compare and contrast various universities like we do while buying mobile phones, 

cars etc. The comparison can be made more accurately by involving other ranking parameters 

as well for instance, innovation and incubation hubs in an institution, the number of research 

papers published by it’s students and faculty, participation of the institution in various co-

curricular activities including cultural and sports fests etc. 
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